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STRONG ORBIT EQUIVALENCE AND SUPERLINEAR
COMPLEXITY
PAULINA CECCHI BERNALES AND SEBASTIA´N DONOSO
Abstract. We show that within any strong orbit equivalent class, there exist
minimal subshifts with arbitrarily low superlinear complexity. This is done
by proving that for any simple dimension group with unit (G,G+, u) and any
sequence of positive numbers (pn)n∈N such that limn/pn = 0, there exist a
minimal subshift whose dimension group is order isomorphic to (G,G+, u) and
whose complexity function grows slower than pn. As a consequence, we get
that any Choquet simplex can be realized as the set of invariant measures of
a minimal Toeplitz subshift whose complexity grows slower than pn.
1. Introduction
Two minimal topological dynamical systems are orbit equivalent if there is a
homeomorphism between the phase spaces sending orbits to orbits. They are
strongly orbit equivalent if they are orbit equivalent and the cocyle function is
discontinuous at most in one point (see Section 2.7 for precise definitions). When
the strong orbit equivalence property was introduced in topological dynamics, it
was not clear its relationship with entropy, in particular, it was asked if entropy
was preserved under strong orbit equivalence. This was dramatically disproved by
Boyle and Handelman [6], who showed that any Cantor minimal system (a system
where the phase space is a Cantor space) is strongly orbit equivalent to a zero en-
tropy Cantor system. Later, in a series of papers, Sugisaki [34, 35, 36] generalized
this result, showing among other things that for any c ∈ [0,+∞] any Cantor mini-
mal system is strongly orbit equivalent to a system whose topological entropy equals
c. All these results make clear that entropy poses no restriction whatsoever to be-
ing strongly orbit equivalent. So one could ask, what are the natural restrictions
that arise from being strongly orbit equivalent. A fundamental object that appears
in this context is the dimension group of a dynamical system, an algebraic con-
cept imported from the study of C∗-algebras [37], [30]. In [25] Giordano, Putnam
and Skau showed that two Cantor minimal systems are strongly orbit equivalent
if and only if they have homeomorphic dimension groups with unit (we refer to
Section 2 for definitions). In particular, entropy does not impose any restriction on
the dimension group of a Cantor minimal system.
One could consider a finer notion than entropy and study how it restricts the
dimension group of a Cantor minimal system. In the case of a subshift, we focus
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our attention on the complexity function, defined as the function pX : N → N that
counts the number of non-empty cylinders of length n. The topological entropy of
the subshift is nothing but the exponential growth rate of pX . The complexity func-
tion has been widely studied in the past decades, a survey is provided in [22]. Note
that among zero entropy systems, one can still observe a wide variety of behaviors
of pX for different subshifts, ranging from bounded (when X is a finite system),
sublinear (e.g. primitive substitutions, see for example [33]) till superpolynomial
subexponential functions. First, notice that the complexity function does impose
some restrictions on the dimension group of a minimal subshift. A trivial example
is when pX is bounded, since that implies that X is finite [27], [28], and its dimen-
sion group is isomorphic to (Z,Z+, 1)1. A non-trivial restriction occurs when the
minimal subshift has non-superlinear complexity,i.e., lim inf pX(n)/n < +∞. In
[15], such a system was proved to be of finite rank (they admit a Bratteli-Vershik
representation with a bounded number of vertices at each level) and therefore its
dimension group is severely constrained: it is an abelian group whose rational rank
is finite.
Since having non-superlinear complexity constrains the dimension group of a
minimal subshift we can ask: do other growths of the complexity function con-
strain the dimension group of a minimal subshift? For instance, is there anything
particular about the dimension group of a minimal subshift with subquadratic com-
plexity? Our main result is that except for non-superlinearity, there is no restriction
on the complexity of a minimal subshift with a given dimension group.
Theorem 1.1. Let (G,G+, u) be a simple dimension group with unit, and let pn
be a sequence of positive real numbers such that limn/pn = 0. Then there exists a
minimal subshift (Y, S) such that
(1) K0(Y, S) and (G,G+, u) are isomorphic as ordered groups with unit.
(2) The complexity of (Y, S) satisfies lim pY (n)/pn = 0.
In terms of strong orbit equivalence Theorem 1.1 can be restated as:
Theorem 1.2. Let (X,T ) be a Cantor minimal system and let pn be a sequence of
positive real numbers such that limn/pn = 0. Then there exists a minimal subshift
(Y, S) such that
(1) (Y,S) and (X,T) are strong orbit equivalent.
(2) The complexity of (Y, S) satisfies lim pY (n)/pn = 0.
With some extra conditions on the dimension group, we can build a Toeplitz
subshift having low complexity.
Theorem 1.3. Let (G,G+, u) be a simple dimension group with unit, and let pn
be a sequence of positive real numbers such that limn/pn = 0. Assume that G is a
divisible group. Then there exists a minimal Toeplitz subshift (Y, S) such that
(1) K0(Y, S) and (G,G+, u) are isomorphic as ordered groups with unit.
(2) The complexity of (Y, S) satisfies lim pY (n)/pn = 0.
Invariant measures. The Choquet simplex of invariant measures of a Cantor min-
imal system is affine homeomorphic to the set of traces of the dimension group of the
system [30] (see Section 2.6 for precise definitions). Thanks to the characterization
of strong orbit equivalence through the dimension group [25], this implies that the
1Here, the minimality assumption implies that the system is a periodic orbit
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simplex of invariant measures, modulo affine homeomorphism, is preserved under
strong orbit equivalence. Many works have been developed to study the properties
of the set of invariant measures of a Cantor minimal system and the connections
between those properties and some dynamical properties of the system [38, 16, 2, 3].
In [16] Downarowicz showed that a Toeplitz subshift may have the affine structure
of an arbitrary Choquet simplex. This realization problem has been later extended
to more general group actions on the Cantor space [8], [7].
Connections between the complexity of a subshift and its set of invariant mea-
sures have been explored as well. By a theorem of Boshernitzan [4], a subshift
having a non-superlinear complexity has finitely many ergodic measures. This can
also be seen as a consequence of the fact that such systems are of finite rank [15].
Some recent works have been devoted to getting better upper bounds to the number
of ergodic and generic measures [10, 13, 20]. Recently Cyr and Kra [11] showed that
for any superlinear sequence (pn)n∈N there exists a minimal subshift (X,S) such
that lim inf pX(n)/pn = 0 having uncountably many ergodic measures (see Theo-
rem 2.3). As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 we generalize this result obtaining that
any Choquet simplex can be realized as the set of invariant measures of a Toeplitz
subshift with arbitrarily low, superlinear complexity. This can also be seen as a
generalization of the result of Downarowicz [16] in the sense that Toeplitz subshifts
cannot only realize any Choquet simplex as set of invariant measures, but they can
do it having an arbitrarily low superlinear complexity.
Theorem 1.4. Let K be a Choquet simplex. Let (pn)n∈N be a sequence of positive
real numbers such that limn/pn = 0. Then, there exists a Toeplitz subshift (X,S)
whose complexity pX satisfies lim pX(n)/pn = 0 and whose set of invariant measures
M(X,S) is affine homeomorphic to K.
1.1. Methods and organization. Our main tools are the use of Bratteli-Vershik
models for Cantor minimal systems, together with their associated representation
as S-adic subshifts, which are systems obtained by performing an infinite compo-
sition of substitutions or morphisms (see Section 3 for precise definitions). Some
estimations on the complexity of minimal S-adic subshifts have been obtained on
[15] and we use them to bound the complexity of the subshift that will realize a
given simple dimension group with unit as its dimension group.
The document is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic background
on symbolic dynamics and more specific facts about dimension groups. In Section 3
we introduce the tools from Bratteli-Vershik diagrams and their associated S-adic
subshifts together with complexity results in this context. Section 4 is devoted to
proving the main results.
Throughout the article, we let N,N∗ and Z denote the set of non-negative inte-
gers, the set of positive integers, and the set of integer numbers respectively.
2. Notation and background
2.1. Cantor minimal systems. Through this paper, a topological dynamical sys-
tem or simply a dynamical system is a pair (X,T ) where X is a compact metric
space and T is a homeomorphism from X to itself. When X is a Cantor space, that
is, X is a non-empty, metrizable, perfect and totally disconnected compact space,
we say that (X,T ) is a Cantor dynamical system. A dynamical system (X,T ) is
minimal if it has no non-trivial closed T -invariant subsets. Equivalently, (X,T ) is
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minimal if for all x ∈ X , the orbit of x under T , OT (x) := {T k(x) : k ∈ Z}, is
dense in X . If X is a Cantor space and (X,T ) is minimal, (X,T ) is called a Cantor
minimal system. A dynamical system (X,T ) is expansive if there exists c > 0 such
that for every x 6= y, supk d(T
k(x), T k(y)) > c, where d is a metric on X . Two
topological dynamical systems (X1, T1) and (X2, T2) are conjugate if there exists a
homeomorphism h : X1 → X2 such that h(T1(x)) = T2(h(x)) for all x ∈ X1.
Given a dynamical system (X,T ), let C(X,R) denote the additive group of
continuous functions from X to R. The coboundary map β : C(X,R)→ C(X,R) is
defined by βf := f ◦ T − f .
2.2. Subshifts and complexity. Let A be a finite non-empty set with cardinality
|A|, which we call an alphabet. The free monoid A⋆ is the set of all concatenations
of symbols of A (called words) including the empty word, which we denote ε. For
w ∈ A∗, |w| stands for the length of w, that is, the total number of letters appearing
on w. We use the convention |ε| = 0. The setsAZ andAN endowed with the product
topology of the discrete topology on each copy of A are compact metric spaces. The
elements of AZ and AN are sometimes called infinite words on A. A factor of a
finite word w ∈ A∗ is defined as a finite concatenation of some consecutive letters
occurring in w. A factor of an infinite word is defined in the same way. The set
of factors Lx of x ∈ AZ or AN is called its language. If |A| ≥ 2, the space AZ is a
Cantor space.
Let S : AZ → AZ denote the shift transformation, which is defined by S((xi)i∈Z) =
(xi+1)i∈Z. A subshift on A is a dynamical system given by a pair (X,S|X), where
X is a closed shift-invariant subset of AZ, endowed with the induced topology. We
denote by (X,S) the system (X,S|X) to avoid an overcharged notation. We use
the term subshift indistinctly to name both the space X ⊆ AZ and the dynamical
system (X,S). Given any infinite word x in AZ (or in AN), we define (Xx, S) to be
the subshift generated by x. That is,
Xx = {y ∈ A
Z : ∀w,w ≺ y =⇒ w ≺ x},
where the symbol ≺ means “is a factor of”. Equivalently, Xx is the closure of the
orbit of x under the action of the shift S. If (X,S) is a subshift on A, its language
LX is defined as the set of factors of elements of X .
The factor complexity or simply the complexity of a subshift (X,S) is the function
pX : N→ N given by the number of factors of length n in LX . A subshift (X,S) is
said to have non-superlinear factor complexity if
lim inf
pX(n)
n
< +∞.
2.3. Toeplitz subshifts. An infinite word (xi)i∈Z with symbols in the alphabet A
is said to be a Toeplitz sequence if for all i ∈ N there exists p ∈ N such that for all
k ∈ Z, xi = xi+kp. A subshift (X,S) is called a Toeplitz subshift if X is the orbit
closure under the shift of some Toeplitz sequence. Toeplitz subshifts were originally
introduced in [31]. They are known to be minimal (see for example [17]).
2.4. Invariant measures. Given a topological dynamical system (X,T ), an in-
variant measure of (X,T ) is a Borel probability measure on X such that for every
Borel subset A ⊆ X , µ(T−1(A)) = µ(A). The set of all invariant measures of
(X,T ) is denoted M(X,T ). We say that a measure µ ∈ M(X,T ) is ergodic if
whenever T (A) = A for some Borel set A ⊆ X , either µ(A) = 0 or µ(A) = 1.
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We say that (X,T ) is uniquely ergodic if M(X,T ) consists of one element. The
set M(X,T ) is known to be non-empty and a Choquet simplex, that is, a compact
convex metrizable subset K of a locally convex real vector space such that for each
v ∈ K there is a unique probability measure m supported on the extreme points
of K with
∫
ext(K) xdm(x) = v. The extreme points of M(X,T ) are exactly the
ergodic measures on X (see for example [26]). Here, M(X,T ) is considered as a
subspace of the dual C(X,R) endowed with the weak⋆ topology.
The following result, due to Downarowicz [16] tells us that Toeplitz subshifts can
realize any Choquet simplex as set of invariant measures (see also [29, Theorem 12]).
Theorem 2.1. [16, Theorem 5] Let K be a Choquet simplex. There exists a Toeplitz
subshift (X,S) such that M(X,S) is affine homeomorphic to K.
2.4.1. Invariant measures and complexity. The following condition, called the Bosher-
nitzan condition, states that the factor complexity of a minimal subshift restricts
the possible affine structure of its set of invariant measures. More precisely, it states
that minimal subshifts with non-superlinear factor complexity have a finite number
of ergodic measures.
Theorem 2.2. [4, Corollary 1.3] Let (X,S) be a minimal subshift and let pX denote
the factor complexity function of X. If
lim inf
n→∞
pX(n)
n
< α < +∞,
then the number of ergodic invariant probability measures of (X,S) is at most
max(⌊α⌋, 1), where ⌊α⌋ denotes the greatest integer which is smaller than α.
Cyr and Kra showed that any subshift (not necessarily minimal) with linear
factor complexity has at most finitely many nonatomic ergodic invariant probability
measures, and so at most countably many ergodic invariant probability measures
[10]. In [11], the authors show that it is possible to realize any arbitrarily low
superlinear factor complexity with a minimal subshift having uncountably many
ergodic invariant probability measures. More precisely, they prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.3. [11, Theorem 1.1] If (pn)n∈N is a sequence of natural numbers such
that
lim inf
n→∞
pn
n
=∞,
then there exists a minimal subshift (X,S) which supports uncountably many ergodic
measures and is such that
lim inf
n→∞
pX(n)
pn
= 0.
Remark 2.4. Theorem 1.4 is a strengthening of Theorem 2.3 in two senses. The
first one is that the conclusion is about the limit of pX (n)
pn
and not only about the
liminf. Here it is worth mentioning that the behaviour of the complexity along
different sequences could be very different, for instance, examples in [14, Section 4]
show that it is possible to have lim inf pX(n)/pn = 0 and lim sup pX(n)/pn = +∞
for a superlinear sequence (pn)n∈N.
The second strengthening is that we are able to realize not only uncountably many
invariant ergodic measures, but any Choquet simplex of invariant measures, which
at the same time implies that Theorem 1.4 is a generalization of Theorem 2.1.
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2.5. Inductive limits. For a sequence of group homomorphisms (hi : Gi → Gi+1)i∈N,
the associated inductive limit is defined by
lim
−→
i
(Gi, hi) = {(g, i) ∈ Gi × N}/ ∼,
where (g, i) ∼ (g′, i′) if and only if there exists k ≥ i, i′ such that hk ◦ · · · ◦ hi(g) =
hk ◦ · · · ◦ hi′(g′). We denote by [g, i] the equivalence class of the element (g, i). The
inductive limit lim
−→
i
(Gi, hi) is also denoted
G0
h0−→ G1
h1−→ G2
h2−→ · · · ,
and it has a group structure given by the product
[g, i] · [g′, i′] = [hk ◦ · · · ◦ hi(g) · hk ◦ · · · ◦ hi′(g
′), k + 1],
where k ≥ i, i′.
For a m×n integer matrix A, we consider the natural homomorphism it induces,
i.e., A : Zm → Zn (or A : Qm → Qn ), x 7→ Ax.
2.6. Dimension groups. An ordered group is a pair (G,G+) where G is a count-
able abelian group G and G+ is a subset of G, called the positive cone, satisfying
G+ +G+ ⊂ G+, G+ ∩ (−G+) = {0}, G+ −G+ = G.
We write a ≤ b if b − a ∈ G+, and a < b if b − a ∈ G+ and b 6= a. Two ordered
groups (G,G+) and (H,H+) are isomorphic if there exists a group isomorphism
ϕ : G→ H such that ϕ(G+) = H+. We also say that G and H are order isomorphic
when the positive cones are clear from the context. An ordered group (G,G+) is
a dimension group if for every i ≥ 0 there exists an integer di ≥ 1 and a positive
homomorphism Ai : Z
di → Zdi+1 such that (G,G+) is isomorphic to the inductive
limit
Zd0
A0−−→ Zd1
A1−−→ Zd2
A2−−→ · · · .
endowed with the induced order. The dimension group is called simple if all matrices
Ai can be chosen to be positive. An order unit for (G,G
+) is an element u in G+
such that, for all a in G, there exists some non-negative integer k with a ≤ ku. An
ordered group with unit is a triple (G,G+, u), where (G,G+) is an ordered group and
u is an order unit for (G,G+). A dimension group with unit is a triple (G,G+, u),
where (G,G+) is a dimension group and u is an order unit for (G,G+). If (G,G+)
is isomorphic to the inductive limit
Zd0
A0−−→ Zd1
A1−−→ Zd2
A2−−→ · · ·
endowed with the induced order, any element [x, i], where all the entries of the
vector x ∈ Zdi are positive, is an order unit for (G,G+). Two ordered groups with
unit (G,G+, u) and (H,H+, v) are isomorphic if there exists a group isomorphism
ϕ : G→ H such that ϕ(G+) = H+ and ϕ(u) = v.
The following lemmas will be useful in the proofs of the main theorems. Recall
that an abelian group (G,+) is called divisible if for each g ∈ G and each integer
k ≥ 1, there exists h ∈ G such that kh = g.
Lemma 2.5. Let (Ai)i∈N be a sequence of di+1 × di integer matrices, let G =
lim
−→
i
(Zdi , Ai). If for all i ≥ 1, all the entries of Ai are divisible by i + 1, then G is
a divisible group.
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Proof. We must show that for all g ∈ G, for all positive integer k, there exists h ∈ G
such that kh = g. Let g = [x, i] ∈ G and k a positive integer.
If k = 1, it suffices to take h = g. Suppose that k > 1. If i = 0, let z =
Ak−1 · · ·A0x. Then, [z, k] = [x, 0]. Let y =
1
k
Ak−1 · · ·A0x. Since every entry of
Ak−1 is divisible by k, y ∈ Zdk . Taking h = [y, k], we have that kh = k[y, k] =
[z, k] = [x, 0] = g. If i > 0, ki > i. In this case, let z = Aki−1 · · ·Aix. Since
every entry of Aki−1 is divisible by ki, they are all divisible by k as well. Let
y = 1
k
Aki−1 · · ·Aix. As before, y ∈ Zdki . Taking h = [y, ki], we have that kh =
k[y, ki] = [z, ki] = [x, i] = g. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (Ai)i∈N be a sequence of di+1 × di positive integer matrices, let
G = lim
−→
i
(Zdi , Ai) and H = lim−→
i
(Qdi , Ai). Let G
+ and H+ be the positive cones of
G and H respectively, given by the induced order on the inductive limits. Let u =
[1, 0]G and v = [1, 0]H be order units for (G,G
+) and (H,H+) respectively, where
[·, ·]G and [·, ·]H denote the equivalence classes modulo ∼ in G and H respectively,
and 1 ∈ Zd0 ⊆ Qd0 is the vector (1, 1, · · · , 1). If G is divisible, then (G,G+, u) and
(H,H+, v) are isomorphic as ordered groups with unit.
Proof. Let ϕ : G → H be the map defined by [x, i]G 7→ [x, i]H . This map is a well
defined injective group homomorphism. By definition, ϕ([1, 0]G) = [1, 0]H . Let
[y, i]H ∈ H , let (y, i) ∈ Qdi ×N be a representative. Since y ∈ Qdi , we can write it
in the form (
w1
k1
, · · · ,
wdi
kdi
)
,
wherew1, · · · , wdi ∈ Z, k1, · · · , kdi ∈ N
∗. Let k = lcm{kℓ}, so that y =
1
k
(w′1, · · · , w
′
di
),
some w′1, · · · , w
′
di
∈ Z. Let z = (w′1, · · · , w
′
di
) ∈ Zdi . Since G is divisible, there
exists [x, j]G ∈ G such that k[x, j]G = [z, i]G. This means that there exists
s ≥ j, i such that kAs · · ·Ajx = As · · ·Aiz, and since ky = z, we obtain that
[x, j]H = [y, i]H . This proves that ϕ is surjective. It is strightforward to show that
ϕ(G+) = H+. 
The next lemma concerning dimension groups will be useful in the sequel. We
first introduce a definition
Definition 2.7. let (Ai)i∈N be a sequence of di+1 × di positive integer matrices.
We say that the sequence of di × di matrices (Ji)i∈N, is adapted to (Ai)i∈N if
(1) Ji, J
−1
i have positive rational entries and for all i ∈ N, there exists M ≥ i
such that AMAM−1 · · ·AiJ
−1
i has positive integer entries.
(2) Bi := Ji+1AiJ
−1
i has positive integer entries for all i ∈ N.
Lemma 2.8. Let (Ai)i∈N be a sequence of positive integer matrices and let (Ji)i∈N
be a sequence adapted to (Ai)i∈N. Let G = lim−→
i
(Zdi , Ai) and H = lim−→
i
(Zdi , Bi).
Consider the positive cones G+ and H+ given by the induced order, and the order
units u = [AM0AM0−1 · · ·A0J
−1
0 1,M0+1]G and v = [1, 0]H , where [·, ·]G and [·, ·]H
denote the equivalence classes modulo ∼ in G and H respectively, 1 ∈ Zd0 is the
vector (1, 1, · · · , 1), and M0 ≥ 0 is such that AM0AM0−1 · · ·A0J
−1
0 has positive
integer entries. Then, (G,G+, u) and (H,H+, v) are isomorphic as ordered groups
with unit.
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Proof. Note that condition 2 allows us to define morphismsAi : J
−1
i Z
di → J−1i+1Z
di+1 .
Note also that H is order isomorphic to the inductive limit K = lim
−→
i
(J−1i Z
di , Ai),
via the map ϕ : H → K, [x, i]H 7→ [J
−1
i x, i]K . This order isomorphism maps the
unit v into [J−10 1, 0]K . On the other hand, condition 1 ensures that K is order
isomorphic to G via the map θ : K → G, [y, i]K 7→ [AMAM−1 · · ·AiJ
−1
i y,M + 1]G,
where M ≥ i is such that AMAM−1 · · ·AiJ
−1
i has positive integer entries. We
conclude by noticing that θ ◦ ϕ(H+) = G+ and θ ◦ ϕ(v) = u. 
Given a dimension group with unit (G,G+, u), a trace of (G,G+, u) is a group
homomorphism p : G → R such that p is non-negative (p(G+) ≥ 0) and p(u) = 1.
The collection of all traces of (G,G+, 1) is denoted by S(G,G+, u). An element
g ∈ G is said to be infinitesimal if p(a) = 0 for every trace p ∈ S(G,G+, u).
The collection of all infinitesimals of (G,G+, u) form a subgroup of G, called the
infinitesimal subgroup of (G,G, u) and denoted Inf(G,G+, u).
The following result connects simple dimension groups and Choquet simplices,
its proof can be found in [21]. We use the formulation of [32].
Theorem 2.9. [32, Theorem 3.22] Let K be a Choquet simplex and Aff(K) the
additive group of real, affine and continuous functions on K. Let H be a countable
dense subgroup of Aff(K), and suppose there exists a torsion-free abelian group G
and a homomorphism θ : G→ H. Then, letting
G+ = {g ∈ G | θ(g)(p) > 0∀p ∈ K} ∪ {0},
we get that (G,G+) is a simple dimension group such that Inf(G) = ker(θ). In
particular, if G = H (with θ the identity map) and G contains the constant function
1, then Inf(G) = {0} and S(G,G+, 1) is affine homeomorphic to K by the map
sending k ∈ K to kˆ : G→ R, where kˆ(g) = g(k) for all g ∈ G.
Let (X,T ) be a Cantor minimal system. The dynamical dimension group of
(X,T ) or simply the dimension group of (X,T ) is the following triple,
K0(X,T ) = (H(X,T ), H+(X,T ), [1]),
where H(X,T ) = C(X,Z)/βC(X,Z), β is the coboundary map, [·] denote the
class modulo βC(X,Z) of an element in H(X,T ), H+(X,T ) is the set of classes of
non-negative functions and 1 is the constant function equal to 1.
Theorem 2.10. [30, Corollary 6.3] If (X,T ) is a Cantor minimal system, the
triple K0(X,T ) is a simple dimension group with unit. Furthermore, if (G,G+, u)
is a simple dimension group with unit, then there exists a Cantor minimal system
(X,T ) such that K0(X,T ) is isomorphic to (G,G+, u) as ordered groups with unit.
Given an invariant measure µ ∈ M(X,T ), we define the trace τµ on K0(X,T )
by τµ([f ]) :=
∫
fdµ. The correspondence µ 7→ τµ is an affine isomorphism from
M(X,T ) to S(K0(X,T )), so that traces of the dynamical dimension groupK0(X,T )
correspond to the Choquet simplex of invariant measures of the system (X,T ) (see
for instance [30, Theorem 5.5]).
2.7. Orbit equivalence. Two minimal dynamical systems (X1, T1) and (X2, T2)
are orbit equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism φ : X1 → X2 sending orbits of
the T1-action onto orbits of the T2-action, i.e.,
φ({T k1 (x) : k ∈ Z}) = {T
k
2 φ(x) : k ∈ Z} for all x ∈ X1.
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Orbit equivalence implies the existence of two maps n1 : X1 → Z and n2 : X2 → Z
(uniquely defined by minimality) such that, for all x ∈ X1,
φ ◦ T1(x) = T
n1(x)
2 ◦ φ(x) and φ ◦ T
n2(x)
1 (x) = T2 ◦ φ(x).
The dynamical systems (X1, T1) and (X2, T2) strong orbit equivalent if n1 and n2
both have at most one point of discontinuity. Such notion is natural since it was
shown in [5] that if n1 (or n2) is continuous, then the two systems are flip conjugate,
that is, (X1, T1) is either conjugate to (X2, T2) or to its inverse (X2, T
−1
2 ).
The following result is one of the most important theorems connecting dimension
groups and orbit equivalence.
Theorem 2.11. [25, Theorem 2.1] Let (X1, T1) and (X2, T2) two Cantor minimal
systems. Then (X1, T1) and (X2, T2) are strong orbit equivalent if and only if
K0(X1, T1) and K
0(X2, T2) are isomorphic as ordered groups with unit.
3. Bratteli diagrams and S-adic subshifts
3.1. Bratteli diagrams and Bratteli-Vershik systems. A Bratteli diagram is
an infinite directed graph (V,E) where the set of vertices V and the set of edges E
can be written as a countable disjoint union of non-empty finite sets,
V = V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · and E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · ,
with the property that V0 is a single point and there exist a range map r : E → V
and a source map s : E → V so that r(Ei) ⊆ Vi and s(Ei) ⊆ Vi−1. Also, we assume
that s−1(v) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V and r−1(v) 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V \ V0.
For i ∈ N, let Ai denote the ith incidence matrix of (V,E), that is, the |Vi+1|×|Vi|
matrix whose coefficient Ai(k, j) is the number of edges connecting uj ∈ Vi with
vk ∈ Vi+1.
Let (ik)k∈N be a subsequence of N. Define a new Bratteli diagram (V
′, E′) by
letting V ′k = Vik and A
′
k = Aik+1−1Aik+1−2 · · ·Aik . The sets of edges E
′
k and the
range and source maps are obtained from the new incidence matrices. The diagram
(V ′, E′) is called a telescoping of (V,E). If a Bratteli diagram (V ′, E′) can be
telescoped to obtain (V,E), then we say that (V ′, E′) is a microscoping of (V,E).
A Bratteli diagram is simple if it can be telescoped so that all its incidence ma-
trices have only positive entries. An ordered Bratteli diagram is a Bratteli diagram
together with a linear ordering on r−1(v) for each v ∈ V \V0. This defines a partial
order ≥ on E. An ordered Bratteli diagram (V,E) together with a partial order
≥ on E is denoted (V,E,≥). Let Emin and Emax denote the sets of minimal and
maximal edges, respectively. An infinite path in (V,E), that is, a sequence of the
form (e1, e2, · · · ) where ei ∈ Ei and r(ei) = s(ei+1) for all i ∈ N, is said to be
minimal (resp. maximal) if all its edges belong to Emin (resp. Emax). An ordered
Bratteli diagram is properly ordered if it is simple and it has a unique minimal path
and a unique maximal path, which we denote by xmin and xmax, respectively. An
ordered Bratteli diagram is left/right ordered if whenever two edges e1, e2 with the
same range verify e1 ≥ e2 and s(e1) = vi, s(e2) = vj , we have i ≥ j.
Given a properly ordered Bratteli diagram (V,E,≥), it is possible to put a
dynamic on it in the following way: let XB denote the space of infinite paths on E
(where we assume that XB is infinite). We endow XB with a topology by giving a
basis of open sets, namely the family of cylinder sets,
[e1, e2, · · · , ek]B = {(f1, f2, · · · ) ∈ XB : fi = ei for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
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The cylinder sets are also closed. The space XB endowed with this topology is
called the Bratteli compactum associated with (V,E) and it is a Cantor space.
We define the Vershik map VB on XB as follows: VB(xmax) = xmin; if x =
(e1, e2, · · · ) is not the maximal path, let k be the smallest integer such that ek
is not a maximal edge, let fk be the sucesor of ek on Ek, and define VB(x) =
(f1, f2, · · · , fk−1, fk, ek+1, ek+2, · · · ), where (f1, · · · , fk−1) is the minimal finite path
on E1 ◦ E2 ◦ · · · ◦ Ek−1 with range equal to s(fk). The system (XB, VB) is called
the Bratteli-Vershik dynamical system associated with (V,E,≥).
It was shown by Herman, Putnam and Skau [30] that for any Cantor minimal
system (X,T ), there exists a properly ordered Bratteli diagram (V,E,≥) such that
(X,T ) and (XB, VB) are conjugate. In this case, (V,E,≥) is called a Bratteli-
Vershik model for (X,T ).
To a Bratteli diagram (V,E) is associated a dimension group with unit denoted
K0(V,E). By definition, K0(V,E) is the inductive limit of the system
Z|V0|
A0−−→ Z|V1|
A1−−→ Z|V2|
A2−−→ · · · ,
endowed with the induced order, where (Ai)i∈N is the sequence of incidence matrices
of (V,E). The order unit in K0(V,E) is the element [1, 0] ∈ lim−→
i
(Z|Vi|, Ai). Two
Bratteli diagrams (V,E) and (V ′, E′) have isomorphic dimension groups with unit
if and only if (V ′, E′) can be obtained from (V,E) by a finite number of telescopings
and microscopings. If (V,E,≥) is a properly ordered Bratteli diagram and (XB , VB)
is its associated Bratteli-Vershik system, then one has K0(V,E) ∼= K0(XB , VB) as
ordered groups with unit.
A simple Bratteli diagram (V,E) has the equal path number property if for all
i ≥ 1, for all u, v ∈ Vi, |r
−1(u)| = |r−1(v)|. Equivalently, (V,E) has the equal path
number property if for all i ≥ 1, for all u, v ∈ Vi, the number of finite paths from
V0 to u and from V0 to v are equal. In terms of the matrices, this means that for all
i ∈ N, the sum of the entries on a row of Ai is constant. This property is called the
equal row sum (ERS) property of the matrix Ai. The equal path number property
was introduced in [29], where the authors prove the following result.
Theorem 3.1. [29, Theorem 8] The family of expansive Bratteli-Vershik systems
associated with Bratteli diagrams with the equal path number property coincides with
the family of Toeplitz flows up to conjugacy.
3.2. Morphisms and S-adic systems. Let A, B be two finite alphabets. Let
τ : A∗ → B∗ be a morphism. We say that τ is non-erasing if the image of any letter
is a non-empty word. The incidence matrix of τ is the |B|× |A| matrix whose entry
at a position (b, a) is the number of times that b appears in τ(a). For a ∈ A, the
length of the word τ(a) ∈ B∗ is denoted |τ(a)|. The morphism τ is positive if the
entries of |B| × |A| are all positive and is left proper (resp. right proper) if there
exists a letter b ∈ B such that for every a ∈ A, τ(a) starts with b (resp. ends with
b); it is proper if is both left and right proper. We say that τ is a hat morphism if
for all a, b ∈ A, the letters appearing in τ(a) and τ(b) are all distinct. By concate-
nation, a morphism τ : A∗ → B∗ can be extended to AN and AZ.
For a non-erasing morphism τ : A∗ → B∗, define ‖τ‖ = maxa∈A{|τ(a)|} and
〈τ〉 = mina∈A{|τ(a)|}. The following notion was introduced in [15, Section 6] in the
context of finite topological rank minimal subshifts. Assume that B = {b1, . . . , b|B|}
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and for a ∈ A, write τ(a) = bℓ1i1 b
ℓ2
i2
· · · b
ℓk(a)
ik(a)
, for some i1, . . . , ik(a) ∈ {1, . . . , |B|} and
where bij+1 6= bij for all j = 1, . . . , k(a)−1. The integer k(a) represents the number
of times one needs to switch letters while writing τ(a), plus one. The repetition
complexity of τ is defined as
r-comp(τ) =
∑
a∈A
k(a).
Note that if τ is positive then k(a) ≥ |B| for all a ∈ A and r-comp(τ) ≥ |A||B|.
For a morphism τ : A → B, we let τ(AZ) denote the smallest subshift containing
τ((xi)i∈Z) for all (xi)i∈Z ∈ AZ.
The following result is a consequence of Lemma 6.10 and Theorem 6.11 in [15].
Theorem 3.2. Let σ1 : C∗ → D∗, σ2 : B∗ → C∗, and σ3 : A∗ → B∗ be three mor-
phisms and assume that σ2 and σ3 are positive. Then we have that
pσ1◦σ2◦σ3(AZ)(n) ≤
{
(|C|+ (|B|+ 1)r-comp(σ2))n if n ∈ I
(|B|+ |C|+ r-comp(σ2) + (|A|+ 1)r-comp(σ3))n if n ∈ J
where I = [‖σ1‖, 〈σ1 ◦ σ2〉) and J = [〈σ1 ◦ σ2〉, ‖σ1 ◦ σ2‖).
We briefly recall the definition of S-adic subshifts (see [1] for more details). A
directive sequence τ = (τi)i≥0 is a sequence of non-erasing morphisms τi : A∗i+1 →
A∗i , i ∈ N. We let τ[i,k) denote the composition τi ◦ τi+1 ◦ · · · ◦ τk−1. We say that
τ is everywhere growing if 〈τ[0,i)〉 = mina∈Ai{|τ[0,i)(a)|} tends to ∞ as i→∞. We
say that τ is primitive if for every i ≥ 0, there exists k ≥ i such that τ[i,k) has a
positive incidence matrix.
For i ≥ 0, the language of order i L
(i)
τ associated with τ is defined as
L(i)
τ
= {w ∈ A∗i : ∃k > i, ∃a ∈ Ak, w ≺ τ[i,k)(a)}.
For each i ≥ 0, the set X
(i)
τ is the set of infinite words x ∈ AZi whose factors belong
to L
(i)
τ . We set Xτ = X
(0)
τ , Lτ = L
(0)
τ and call (Xτ , S) the S-adic system generated
by the directive sequence τ , where S is the shift transformation. For all ℓ ≥ 1, we
denote by L
(i)
τ ,ℓ the subset of length ℓ factors of L
(i)
τ . When the directive sequence
τ is primitive, (Xτ , S) is a minimal subshift.
As a consequence of Theorem 3.2, we get the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Let (Xτ , S) be the S-adic system generated by the directive se-
quence τ = (τi : A∗i+1 → A
∗
i )i≥0. For n ∈ N, n ≥ ‖τ0‖, let i = i(n) such that
n ∈ [‖τ[0,i)‖, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖). Then
pXτ (n) ≤
{
(|Ai|+ (|Ai+1|+ 1)r-comp(τi))n if n ∈ Ii
(|Ai+1|+ |Ai|+ r-comp(τi) + (|Ai+2|+ 1)r-comp(τi+1))n if n ∈ Ji
where Ii = [‖τ[0,i)‖, 〈τ[0,i+1)〉) and Ji = [〈τ[0,i+1)〉, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖).
Proof. It follows from applying Theorem 3.2 for the morphisms σ3 = τi+1 : A
∗
i+2 →
A∗i+1, σ2 = τi : A
∗
i+1 → A
∗
i and σ1 = τ[0,i) : A
∗
i → A
∗
0, and recalling that Xτ ⊆
σ1 ◦ σ2 ◦ σ3(AZi+2). 
The following notion connecting ordered Bratteli diagrams and S-adic systems
was originally introduced in [18]. Given an ordered Bratteli diagram (V,E,≥), let
i ≥ 1 and consider Vi, Vi+1 as finite alphabets. For every u ∈ Vi+1, consider the
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ordered list (e1, e2, · · · , ek) of edges on Ei+1 arriving to u, and let (v1, v2, · · · , vk)
the list of labels of the sources of these edges in Vi. This defines a morphism
τi : V
∗
i+1 → V
∗
i , u 7→ v1v2 · · · vk. For i = 0, we let τ0 : V
∗
1 → E
∗
1 denote the mor-
phism such that τ(v) = e1(v) . . . eℓ(v), where e1(v), . . . , eℓ(v) are the edges connect-
ing V0 with v according to the order of the diagram. For i ≥ 0 we say that τi is the
morphism read on (V,E,≥) at level i and that the directive sequence τ = (τi)i≥0
is the sequence of morphisms read on (V,E,≥). Note that the morphism read on
(V,E,≥) at level 0 is a hat morphism.
The previous notion gives an S-adic subshift naturally associated with each
Bratteli-Vershik system. The following result, which is a slight modification of [15,
Proposition 4.5], states when these two representations are conjugate as dynamical
systems (see also [19, Proposition 2.2]).
Proposition 3.4. [15, Proposition 4.5] Let (Xτ , S) be the minimal S-adic subshift
defined by the directive sequence τ = (τi)i≥0, where τ0 is a hat morphism and τi
is proper for all i ≥ 1. Suppose that all morphisms τi extend by concatenation to
a one-to-one map from X
(i+1)
τ to X
(i)
τ . Then, (Xτ , S) is conjugate to the Bratteli-
Vershik system (XB, VB) associated with the ordered Bratteli diagram (V,E,≥),
where τ is the sequence of morphisms read on (V,E,≥).
In the following lemma we give sufficient conditions for a simple Bratteli diagram
to have an order such that the sequence of morphisms read on the ordered diagram
satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. Let (V,E) be a simple Bratteli diagram with sequence of incidence
matrices (Ai)i∈N. For all i ∈ N, let Vi be the set of vertices at level i and mi = |Vi|.
Suppose that for all i ≥ 1, Ai(j, 1) > mi+1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ mi+1. Then it is possible
to give (V,E) an order ≥ such that the sequence τ = (τi)i∈N of morphisms read on
(V,E,≥) verifies that for all i ≥ 1, τi : V ∗i+1 → V
∗
i is proper, injective and extends
by concatenation to a one-to-one map from X
(i+1)
τ to X
(i)
τ .
Proof. For the edges of E1, choose any order. Let i ≥ 1, let Vi = {u1, · · · , umi}
and Vi+1 = {v1, · · · , vmi+1}. For every vj ∈ Vi+1, we order the edges r
−1(vj) in
the following manner. The first j edges have source u1 (this is possible since we
assume that Ai(j, 1) > mi+1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ mi+1). The next Ai(j, 2) edges have
source u2. The remaining edges are ordered left/right.
The previous order gives the following morphism τi : V
∗
i+1 → V
∗
i ,
τi(vj) = u
ℓ1,j
1 u
ℓ2,j
2 u
ℓ′1,j
1 u
ℓ3,j
3 u
ℓ4,j
4 · · ·u
ℓmi,j
mi ∀1 ≤ j ≤ mi+1,
where ℓ1,j = j, ℓ
′
1,j = Ai(j, 1)− j and ℓk,j = Ai(j, k) for all 2 ≤ k ≤ mi. It is clear
that τi is proper. Since ℓ1,j is different for each vj ∈ Vi+1, τi is injective on Vi+1.
Let us show that τi extends by concatenation to a one-to-one map from X
(i+1)
τ
to X
(i)
τ . For x ∈ X
(i+1)
τ , we define the set Cτi(x) of cutting points in τi(x) as the
following set,
Cτi(x) = {|τi(x[0,ℓ))| : ℓ > 0} ∪ {0} ∪ {−|τi(x[ℓ,0))| : ℓ < 0}.
Note that for the order we have considered, for any word x ∈ X
(i+1)
τ , the cutting
points of τi(x) are located exactly in those places where a letter umi is followed by
a letter u1.
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Let x, x′ ∈ X
(i+1)
τ be two infinite words such that τi(x) = τi(x
′). We want to
prove that x = x′. Since τi(x) = τi(x
′), each time we see the word umiu1 in τi(x),
we see it in τi(x
′) as well, and vice versa, so the cutting points of x and x′ are
located exactly in the same places. Therefore τi(xℓ) = τi(x
′
ℓ) for all ℓ ∈ Z. Since τi
is injective in Vi+1, we conclude that xℓ = x
′
ℓ for all ℓ ∈ Z, thus x = x
′. 
4. Proof of the main results.
4.1. Building a suitable representation. Given a dimension group with unit,
the main idea is to realize it as the dimension group of a Bratteli-Vershik system,
on which we have a precise control of growth of the number of vertices at level k,
versus the number of paths between the level k and the root of the Bratteli diagram.
To this end we introduce the following notion.
Splitting the levels. Let A be a n×m integer matrix with positive entries and d a
positive integer. For each entry ak,j of A, write ak,j = dqk,j + rk,j where qk,j ∈ N
and 0 ≤ rk,j < d. Let Q = (qk,j)k,j and R = (rk,j)k,j . Then
A = dQ+R.
Let B be the n × 2m matrix such that B•,2i−1 = dQ•,i and B•,2i = R•,i for
1 ≤ i ≤ m. That is, in B we write the columns of dQ and R interleaved. Notice
that
A = BC
where C is the 2m×m matrix given by C•,i = e2i−1 + e2i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ei being
the ith canonical vector of R2m.
For convenience we write B = B(A, d), C = C(A, d) to stress the dependence on
A and d.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (G,G+, u) be a simple dimension group with unit, let
(V,E) be a Bratteli diagram such that (G,G+, u) ∼= K0(V,E). Let (Ai)i∈N denote
the sequence of adjacency matrices of (V,E), where Ai is of ni×mi (so ni = mi+1).
We may assume that the entries of each Ai are positive. Let hi be such that
h2i + hi < mink,j{(Ai)k,j} and denote Bi = B(Ai, hi), Ci = C(Ai, hi) for i ∈ N.
We may telescope the diagram to guarantee that for all i ≥ 1, hi is large enough
to satisfy
(1)
m3i t
pt
<
1
i
for all t ≥ hi. This is because for a fixed i, there exists ti such that ∀t ≥ ti,
t
pt
<
1
im3i
,
so we can telescope up to a deeper level i′ such that hi > max{ti, 2mi−1} and at
the same time hi+ h
2
i < mink,j{(Ai′Ai′−1 · · ·Ai)k,j}, and we define i+1 = i
′. The
condition hi > 2mi−1 will be used later in the proof. We define the diagram (V
′, E′)
as the one given by the matrices (Ai)
′
i∈N with A
′
0 = C0 and A
′
i = CiBi−1 for i ≥ 1.
Note that the diagrams (V,E) and (V ′, E′) satisfy K0(V,E) ∼= K0(V ′, E′) since we
have the equations Ai = BiCi and A
′
i = CiBi−1. Note also that |V
′
0 | = |V0| = 1
and |V ′i | = 2|Vi−1| = 2mi−1 for all i ≥ 1.
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Let J0 = 1, and for all i ≥ 1, let Ji be the 2mi−1 × 2mi−1 integer matrix given
by
Ji = SiDi
where:
• Di is the 2mi−1 × 2mi−1 diagonal matrix with positive integer coefficients
such that (Di)k,k = hi−1 if k is odd and (Di)k,k = 1 if k is even.
• Si is a row addition matrix of 2mi−1 × 2mi−1, such that for a matrix X of
2mi−1 × k, SiX is the 2mi−1 × k matrix such that
(SiX)2j−1,• = X2j−1,• and (SiX)2j,• = X2j−1,• +X2j,• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ mi−1.
For all i ≥ 0, let A′′i = Ji+1A
′
iJ
−1
i .
Claim: We claim that A′iJ
−1
i is a matrix with entries in N
∗. To see this, note that
A′iJ
−1
i = CiBi−1D
−1
i S
−1
i and that when we multiply Bi−1 from the right by the
matrixD−1i S
−1
i , we first divide the odd columns of Bi−1 by hi−1 and then substract
the 2j-th column to the divided (2j − 1)th column of Bi−1. Therefore, the entries
of the odd columns of Bi−1D
−1
i S
−1
i have the form qi−1(k, j)− ri−1(k, j), and those
of the even columns have the form ri−1(k, j), where qi−1(k, j) and ri−1(k, j) are
the coefficients of the matrices Q and R used in the splitting of Ai−1 with respect
to hi−1. This implies that Bi−1D
−1
i S
−1
i has integer entries. Let us show that they
are positive. This is clear for the even columns. For the odd columns, note that
since hi−1qi−1(k, j) > h
2
i−1 + hi−1 − ri−1 and ri−1(k, j) < hi−1, qi−1(k, j) > hi−1,
we have tnat qi−1(k, j)− ri−1(k, j) > 0. This shows the Claim.
Let (V ′′, E′′) be the Bratteli diagram associated with the matrices (A′′i )i∈N. By
the Claim above, the sequence (Ji)i∈N is adapted to (A
′
i)i∈N, and we have that
(V ′′, E′′) ∼ (V ′, E′) by Lemma 2.8. This implies that (G,G+, u) ∼= K0(V ′′, E′′).
Note that |V ′′i | = |V
′
i | for all i ∈ N, so |V
′′
0 | = 1 and |V
′′
i | = 2mi−1 for all i ≥ 1.
For the diagram (V ′′, E′′) we may consider an order as in Lemma 3.5. That
is, we put any order in E′′1 , and for all i ≥ 1, we consider the order given by the
morphisms τi : V
′′
i+1 → V
′′
i , defined by
τi(vj) = u
ℓ1,j
1 u
ℓ2,j
2 u
ℓ′1,j
1 u
ℓ3,j
3 u
ℓ4,j
4 · · ·u
ℓni,j
ni for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ni+1,
where ni = |V
′′
i |, ni+1 = |V
′′
i+1|, ℓ1,j = j, ℓ
′
1,j = A
′′
i (j, 1) − j and ℓk,j = A
′′
i (j, k)
for all 2 ≤ k ≤ ni. Indeed, the condition required to define this order is that the
minimum number of edges connecting the first vertex in V ′′i with any vertex in
V ′′i+1, is strictly larger than ni+1 = 2mi, that is, A
′′
i (j, 1) > 2mi. In our case, all
entries of A′′i are greater than hi+1 by construction, in particular those of its first
column. Since we have chosen hi+1 greater than 2mi, the condition is fulfilled.
Let ≥ denote the partial order considered on E′′. Let (Y, S) be the S-adic
subshift generated by the directive sequence τ = (τi)i≥0 of morphisms read on
(V ′′, E′′,≥). Combining Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 we obtain that the Bratteli-
Vershik system associated with (V ′′, E′′,≥) is conjugate to (Y, S). We obtain that
(G,G+, u) ∼= K0(Y, S), which proves the first part of the theorem.
Remark that by construction we have that 〈τ[0,i)〉 ≥ hi+1 for all i ≥ 1. Note also
that r-comp(τi) = |V ′′i+2|(|V
′′
i+1|+ 1) so we can assume that r-comp(τi) ≤ |V
′′
i+2|
2 =
4m2i+1.
For n ∈ N, n ≥ ‖τ0‖, let i = i(n) such that n ∈ [‖τ[0,i)‖, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖). Then
Proposition 3.3 gives us that
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pY (n) ≤
{
3|V ′′i+2|
3 · n if n ∈ [‖τ[0,i)‖, 〈τ[0,i+1)〉)
5|V ′′i+3|
3 · n if n ∈ [〈τ[0,i+1)〉, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖)
For n ∈ [‖τ[0,i)‖, 〈τ[0,i+1)〉), since n ≥ hi+1, by (1) we have that
pY (n)
pn
≤ 24m3i+1
n
pn
≤ 24
1
i+ 1
while for n ∈ [〈τ[0,i+1)〉, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖), since n ≥ hi+2, by (1)
pY (n)
pn
≤ 40m3i+2
n
pn
≤ 40
1
i+ 2
From this, we deduce that pY (n)/pn → 0 since n → ∞ implies that i(n) → ∞.
This proves the second part of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. It suffices to take (G,G+, u) equal to K0(X,T ) and apply
Theorem 1.1. The resulting subshift (Y, S) has the desired property on the com-
plexity and is strong orbit equivalent to (X,T ) by Theorem 2.11. 
For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we proceed in a slightly different way, since, as
we will see in the proof, having a divisible dimension group gives more flexibility
when modifying the Bratteli diagram. Our strategy follows the ideas in the proof
of [29, Theorem 12], tailored to our situation in order to obtain a Toeplitz subshift
(Y, S) having low enough complexity. For the sake of completeness we provide all
the details, repeating some arguments of [29, Theorem 12].
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G is a divisible group and let (V,E) be a
Bratteli diagram such that (G,G+, u) ∼= K0(V,E). Let (Ai)i∈N be the sequence of
adjacency matrices of (V,E), where Ai is of mi+1 ×mi. We may assume that all
the entries of each Ai are positive, that mi ≥ 2 for all i ≥ 1 and that m1 = 2 with a
single edge connecting v0 with each of the two vertices of V1. This is because we can
always split the levels where there is only one node in a similar way as in the non-
divisible case, to get a new Bratteli diagram with the same dimension group with
unit: write the first adjacency matrix as A0 = B0C0, where C0 = (1, 1)
t and B0 is
any |m1|×2 integer matrix verifyingB0(j, 1)+B0(j, 2) = A0(j, 1) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m1;
for i ≥ 1, if mi ≥ 2, define Ci = Idmi×mi and Bi = Ai, if mi = 1, define Ci = (1, 1)
t
and Bi as any |mi+1| × 2 integer matrix verifying Bi(j, 1) + Bi(j, 2) = Ai(j, 1) for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ mi+1. Then, define A˜0 = C0 and A˜i = CiBi−1 for all i ≥ 1. The
Bratteli diagram associated with the sequence (A˜i)i∈N has the desired property.
Note that since we assumed that A0 = (1, 1)
t, the first adjacency matrix has the
ERS property. The group G corresponds to the inductive limit lim−→i(Z
mi , Ai) and
being G divisible, we also have that lim
−→i
(Zmi , Ai) ∼= lim−→i
(Qmi , Ai) by Lemma 2.6.
For each i ≥ 1, let ti be a positive integer such that ∀t ≥ ti,
(2)
m3i+1t
pt
<
1
i+ 1
We will define a new sequence of matrices (Bi)i∈N in the following way. Let B0 =
A0, J0 = 1, J1 = Idm1×m1 and k1 = 1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ m2, let αj be the sum of the
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jth row of A1. Let J
′
2 be the diagonal m2 ×m2 matrix
diag(α−11 , α
−1
2 , · · · , α
−1
m2
).
Let s2 ∈ N∗ be such that s2J ′2A1 has integer entries (for instance, take s2 to be the
least common multiple of the denominators of the entries of J ′2A1), and ℓ2 ∈ N
∗
chosen so that the two following conditions hold,
• 2s2ℓ2 > t2,
• 2s2ℓ2 ·minp,q{(J ′2A1)(p, q)} > m2.
Let k2 = 2s2ℓ2 and define J2 = k2J
′
2, B1 = J2A1. Note that J2 is invertible
over Q and that B1 is a positive integer matrix whose entries are all divisible by
2 and strictly greater that m2. Note also that B1 has the ERS property, with
B1(1, 1, · · · , 1)t = (k2, k2, · · · , k2)t.
Suppose we have defined J2, J3, · · · , Ji−1. Let J ′i the diagonal invertible matrix
over Q such that J ′iAi−1J
−1
i−1(1, 1, · · · , 1)
t = (1, 1, · · · , 1)t. Let si ∈ N
∗ such that
siJ
′
iAi−1J
−1
i−1 has integer entries, and ℓi ∈ N
∗ so that the two following conditions
hold,
• isiℓi > ti,
• isiℓi ·minp,q{(J ′iAi−1J
−1
i−1)(p, q)} > mi.
Let ki = isiℓi. Define Ji = kiJ
′
i , Bi−1 = JiAi−1J
−1
i−1. Note that for all i ≥ 0,
the matrix Bi has the ERS property with Bi(1, 1, · · · , 1)t = (ki+1, ki+1, · · · , ki+1)t.
Note also that for all i ≥ 1, Bi satisfies the following properties,
• Bi is a positive integer matrix whose entries are all divisible by i+ 1.
• All the entries of Bi are strictly greater that mi+1.
Note also that the sequence (ki)i≥1 satisfies that ki > ti for all i ≥ 2. Since all
matrices Ji are positive and invertible over Q, the inductive limits lim−→i
(Qmi , Ai)
and lim
−→i
(Qmi , Bi) are order isomorphic, and the latter is at the same time order
isomorphic to lim
−→i
(Zmi , Bi), since all the entries of each Bi are divisible by i + 1
(see Lemma 2.5).
Let (V ′, E′) be the Bratteli diagram associated with lim
−→i
(Zmi , Bi). By con-
struction, (G,G+, u) ∼= K0(V ′, E′). Note that for all i ∈ N, |V ′i | = |Vi| = mi.
Since for all i ≥ 1, each entry of Bi is strictly greater than mi+1, we may endow
(V ′, E′) with the order given in Lemma 3.5. As before, let ≥ denote the partial
order considered on E′, and let (Y, S) be the S-adic subshift generated by the
directive sequence τ = (τi)i≥0 of morphisms read on (V
′, E′). Combining Proposi-
tion 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 we obtain that the Bratteli-Vershik system associated with
(V ′, E′,≥) is conjugate to (Y, S). Since the adjacency matrices of (V ′, E′) have
the ERS property, Theorem 3.1 gives us that (Y, S) is a Toeplitz subshift. We now
estimate the complexity pY (n). Remark that since the Bi’s have the ERS property,
‖τ[0,i)‖ = 〈τ[0,i)〉 = k1k2 · · · ki+1 ≥ ki+1.
Note also that r-comp(τi) = |V ′i+2|(|Vi+1|
′+1) = mi+2(mi+1+1), so we can assume
that r-comp(τi) ≤ |V ′i+2|
2 = m2i+2.
For n ∈ N, n ≥ ‖τ0‖, let i = i(n) such that n ∈ [‖τ[0,i)‖, ‖τ[0,i+1)‖). Proposi-
tion 3.3 gives us that
pY (n) ≤ 3m
3
i+2 · n.
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Since n ≥ ‖τ[0,i)‖ ≥ ki+1, and ki+1 ≥ ti+1, by (2) we have that
pY (n)
pn
≤ 3m3i+2
n
pn
≤
3
i+ 2
.
From this, we deduce that pY (n)/pn → 0 since n → ∞ implies that i(n) → ∞.
The proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Given any Choquet simplex K, we can choose a countable,
dense subgroup G of Aff(K), such that G is a Q-vector space and contains the con-
stant function 1. Then, G is divisible and by Theorem 2.9K is affine homeomorphic
to S(G,G+, 1), where the positive cone is defined as in Theorem 2.9. Applying The-
orem 1.3 to (G,G+, 1), we get a Toeplitz subshift (X,S) such that lim pX(n)/pn = 0
and K0(X,S) ∼= (G,G+, 1). By [30, Theorem 5.5], M(X,S) ∼= S(G,G+, 1), and
then K ∼=M(X,S). 
We suspect that in Theorem 1.3 the condition of G being divisible is superfluous,
and that it could be replaced with “G is the dimension group associated with a
Toeplitz subshift”, but currently we do not know how to prove it.
It would be interesting to additionally consider ergodic theoretical properties
that we can obtain in superlinear complexity subshifts. This has been recently ex-
plored in [12], where the authors constructed examples of subshifts with superlinear
complexity admitting loosely Bernoulli and non-loosely Bernoulli ergodic measures.
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